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Eye eye nose mouth   2007, 768×1086mm, paper, water-based ink pen, oil-based pen

Yoshikawa produces ceramics and paintings at an 

outpatient vocational facility for people with 

mental disabilities. Whether he is drawing or 

working with clay, he has a consistent theme, 

namely “dots.” Dots are used to represent the eyes, 

nose and mouth, but nobody could recognize that 

when looking at the completed works. The works 

appear to be simply abstractions, but in fact they 

are densely packed masses of  “faces.” The 

countless points are incised very carefully into the 

clay at regular intervals.

Yoshikawa Hideaki
1970-, Shiga

The artist similarly creates clouds of  “faces” 

when drawing a picture on paper. Using thin 

water-based ink pens of  various vivid colors, he 

carefully draws dots representing the eyes, nose, 

and mouth, just as in his clay pieces. He draws 

with his face as close as 10 cm from the paper, 

indicating that his field of  vision is probably quite 

limited. However, it is precisely because he 

focuses on this narrow field of  vision, rather than 

a wide area, that his vast, limitless images appear 

inside his head. How did he come up with such a 

unique production method?

Yoshikawa’s slow, gradual accumulation of  

microscopic dots to form a large mass of  units is 

similar to the process by which cells grow in 

living things. It is not clear whether the artist has 

such images of  cells in his head. However, when 

someone attempts to make something out of  

nothing in this way, it may evoke a universal 

nostalgia for the long-forgotten sense of  life 

emerging and growing.

Small Works :  
Eye eye nose mouth
2005, 
（from left to right）:

57×45×32mm,
78×38×27mm,
81×42×33mm,
78×28×22mm,
clay, natural glaze

Untitled
date unknown,  
76×72×14mm,
clay

Right around four PM, when the other members 

have already left the pottery studio, Bekki pops in. 

Four days a week he spends long happy hours 

alone with the clay. Deep in concentration, 

mumbling something to himself, he conveys a 

unique tension through his actions. He begins by 

putting a small lump of  clay into his mouth and 

chewing on it to get a sense of  its texture, then 

picks up a different lump of  clay and begins 

working with it.

Bekki’s subject matter has changed over the years, 

Bekki Komei 
1952-, Shiga

and he has created various series of  works, his 

focus shifting from money, to food, to dolls, to 

animals.  However, his modus operandi of  

muttering something while working has not 

changed since the beginning. His behavior while 

working is unique as well: he takes off  his clothes, 

turns them inside out, folds them, and puts them 

on again. The staff  of  the facility says, “We are 

not sure what this might mean, but it seems to be 

a sort of  ritual, something that’s required in order 

to throw a switch somewhere inside him.” Bekki 

is an artist shrouded in mystery.

Bekki ’s  unique work was featured on the 

commemorative postage stamp for the Shigaraki 

Pottery Festival festival in 1991. It was displayed 

at the Collection de L’Art Brut in Switzerland in 

1997, and is now kept in the permanent collection.

Untitled   date unknown,  11-120   ×  13-103   × 5-30  mm, clay

Untitled
date unknown, 
50×42×11mm,
clay
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